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Two theorems of A. Kotzig are extended, as follows: 
(1) A. Kotzig proved in 1963 that every 5-valent Sconnected planar graph contains a vertex 
which meets at least four triangles. We prove that if a 5-valent 3-connected graph on the 
orientable surface of genus g has pk k-gons, k 33, and mi vertices meeting precisely i triangles, 
OCiG5, then nt,+2m,~24(l-g)+3C,,,(k_4)pk; as a corollary we get rn5a 
12(1- g)+Ck;ad (k -6)pk. 
(2) Let a(e) denote the sum of the valences of the two faces incident with the edge e of a 
planar graph. A. Kotzig proved that every 4-valent 3-connected planar graph has an edge e 
such that 8(e)<‘. We use Kotzig’s proof to get the bound 9 in the corresponding toroidal case. 
Introduction 
A. Kotzig [6, Theorem 81 proved, using averaging arguments, that every 
S-valent 3-connected planar graph contains a vertex which meets at least four 
triangles. In the first part of this paper we establish certain lower bounds for the 
number of vertices meeting some fixed number of triangles in 5- or 4-valent 
graphs which are planar or toroidal. 
Let a(e) be defined for an edge e of a graph G, embedded in the orientable 
surface SR of genus g, as n + m where e is in common to an n-gon and a m-gon. 
Theorem 3 of Kotzig’s [6] states that every 4-evalent 3-connected planar graph has 
an edge e for which a(e) < 8. In the second part’bf this paper we prove that every 
4-valent 3-connected toroidal graph has an edge e for which a(e) ~49. 
1. 
Let G be a 3-connected graph in SR, the orientable surface of genus g ; let mi 
denote the number of vertices of G each of which meets precisely i triangles, 
i 20; let Pk denote the number of k-gonal faces of G, k 3 3. 
Our first result is 
Theorem 1.g. If G is a 5-valent 3-connected graph in Sp, g 3 0, then 
Wl,+b2,~24(b-g)+3 c (k-d)p,; 
k24 
equality holds if and only if m. = ml = m2 = 0. 
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Waof, IIf G is a 5-valent graph in SFI and it has u vertices, then 
su= c kp, and pa ~2 Q( 1 -g) -I.- c (3k - 1O)pk 
t*3 k*J 
(see [2, p. 2!711). 
We count the number 6 of pairs (V, T), where V is a vertex of C and T is a 
triangular face of G which has V as one of its vertices. Each triangle contributes 3 
units to 6, hence b = 3p,. 0n the other hand, each one of the mi vertices of G 
lying on precisely i triangles contributes i units to b, therefore 
b == m,+2~~+3m~+4mJ+SmS. 
Thus we have 
3P, =nr,+2mz+3m3+4m4+5ms~3u+~~+2~~. 
Therefore 
m,(+2m5s3p,-3v 
=3p3-$5) 
= 3P, -1(3p,+ c kp,) 
kz4 
=s 20(1-g)+ c (3k--lO)p, 
kz=4 1 k-l 
=24(1--)+3 c (k--4)& 
ka-4 
Equality holds if. and only if, no,) = ml = n12 = 0, since we used the following: 
3u=3(mo+m,+nt2+m3+m,+m,)~nt,+2mz+3~~+3~,+3~~. 
Kotzig’s Theorem 8 in [6] is our 
Cordhry 1. Every S-valent 3-connected planar gruph contains a vertex which 
meets at least four triangles. 
Prov:. lkorem 1 .O yields no., -t 2m, 2 24. 
A ItJwer bound for ins is derived in 
Corollary 2.g. If G is a 5oalent 3-connected grtlph in Sn, then 
?)‘A’5 -’ 12(1 -g)+ x, (k -(i)pk; 
k=4 
equuli y holds if and only if, I;?~) = ml = rn2 = rn3 = 0. In case g = 0 and p4 = ps = 0, 
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ms a 12 and equality implies that “pk # 0 + k = 3, 6”, in addition to m0 = ml = 
w2 =Wts=O. 
First proof. v + mS a m4 + 2mS 2 24( 1 - g) + 3 zkllrl (k - 4)pk, therefore 
m+24(1-g)+3 c (k-4)&-V 
k*4 
=12(1-g)+ c (k-6)~~; 
ka4 
in the last equality we used 
=- : [3(:!0(1-g)+ c (3k-lo)&)+ c kp,] 
kz=4 ka4 
= 12(1- g) + c (2k -6)&a 
ka4 
Second pmof. At most c ka4 kpk vertices can lie on faces which are not triangles, 
hence at least u -xka4 kpk vertices lie on triangles only; therefore 
W@=V- c kPk 
k-4 
=12(1---g)+ c (2k-6)p,- c kp, 
ka4 kz4 
= 12(1-g)+ c (k -6)pk. 
ka4 
CorMary 3.g (g = 0, I) If G is a 5-valent 3-connected graph in Sn, g = 0, 1, and if 
for some integer n, nH, pk=O holds for all k, 4<k<rz-1, then rn$ 
[(n -6)/(2n -6)]v; th e inequality is strict for g = 0. 
Proof. It follows easily from Corollary 2.g and the equality 
V = 12(1.-g)+ c (2k-6)p,. 
ka4 
The faci<>r $ in Corollary 3.g and in case n = 7 is best possible, as can be easily 
demonstrated by suitable examples; the factor (n ~6)/(2n -6) is probably best in 
other cases, too. 
We turn to 4-valent graphs. It is clear that if a 4-valent graph in Sg has many 
quadrangles, then it is possible that nr4 = 1p2~ = m2 = 0. To see it, apply the 
operation shown in Fig. 1 to any 4-valent graph in SR; the resulting graph has 
Fig. 1. 
many quadrangles which ‘isolate’ all the original faces of the original graph. hence 
no vertex of the new graph belongs to more than one triangle. 
We have the following analogue to Theorem 1.g. 
Theorem 2.g. If G is a 4-ualent 3-connected graph in SK, then 
ntJ+2m,N2(1-g)+ c (k-6)~~; 
k-3 
equulity holds if and only if IQ = WI, = 0. 
Proof. If G is a 4-valent graph in S,. then 
4V= c kVk and PJ=8(b-g)+ c (k-4)& 
k--.Z kza 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 .g, we have here that 
3P, = m1+2m2+3m,+4m,~2v+m,+2nt,, 
therefore 
-1 I rI~ *bnalogue of Corollary 2.g for 4-valent g:aphs is quite pcDr: it yields the 
inequality ut 4a6(1-$+3xkr+4 pk for all 4-vaknt graphs in S,; its non-trivial 
pzrt is that for 4-valent 3-connected planar graphs ntj 2 6 - 3 &a4 pk. 
The following is related to Corollary 3.g. 
Corollary 4.g (g = 0, 1). ff G is a 4-ualent 3-connected graph in SR, g = 0, 1, for 
which m, = 0, and if for some integer n, n 2 7, pk = 0 holds for all k, 4 s k s n - 1, 
An m_% a[(n - 6)/(n - 3)]u: the inequality is strict for g = 0. 
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Proof. Xt follows easily from Theorem 2.g and the equality 
v=6(1-g)+ c (k-3)& 
kz-4 
The factor $ in Corollary 4.g and in case n = 7 is best possible, as can be easily 
demonstrated by suitable examples; the factor (n -6)/(n - 3) is probably best in 
other cases, too. 
The following Eberhard’s type problem is raised (see [l], and [2, p_ 2711): “If 
(I% p6, l l l ) is a finite sequence of nonnegative integers, does there exists a 
5-valent 3-connected planar graph G such that pk(G) = pk holds for all k, k 2 5, 
and m4(G)+2m5(G)=24+3&&k-4)~ k?“. Similar problems can be raised for 
the other inequalities which had been established in this part. 
2. 
We turn next to o(e), which was defined for an edge e of a graph in Sg as 
n + m, where the edge e is in common to an n-gon and a m-gon. Kotzig [6, 
‘Th~~~ern 33 proved that if G is a 4-valent 3-connected planar graph, then fur 
some edge e of G, o(e)s8. 
Using Kotzig’s proof, we have 
Theorem 3.g. Zf G is a 4-valent 3-connected graph in SR and if e,,i denotes the 
number of edges of G in common to an i-gon and a j-gon, then 
10e3.3 + 5e3.G +2e3,S 
-f. P3=8(1-+xk+$ (k-4)pk. Counting all the edges incident with k-gons, 
we get 
kp, = ek.k + c t?j,k = 2ek.k + c ej,k for all k 2 3. 
j23 3aj#k 
In particular, for k = 3, we get 
P3 = h3.3 +$e3,4 + 5e3.5 + 9 l - . 
On the other hand, p3 = 8( 1 - g) + ps -t- 2p, + 3p, + 0 - l , therefore 
p3 = 8(1- g) + $(2e5,5 +e3,s + e4,s + e6,s + * . l ) + 
+ 3(2e6,6 + e3,6 + e4.6 + e5.6 + - l l I+ 
+* ’ .+k4 -k (2ek.k + e3.k + e4.k + - l l ) + ’ ’ ’ 
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Se3.3 + 4e3.4 + (f- 9e3.s 
=8(1-g)+ c ($f!-$e3_k+2 c yek,,+ c c yej*k. 
k-i36 kaS ka5 4:jtk 
Therefore 
1 0e3.3 +5 e3.4 + 2e3.5 
k-4 
=120(1-g)+lo c ye3,k+30 c - ek,k 
ka6 kz-5 k 
+ 15 c c k-4 qk. 
k;s5 4ajfk k 
To get Kotzig’s Theorem, observe that Theorem 3.0 implies that lOen + 5e3,4+ 
2e3 s 2 120, therefore u(e) =S 8 for some edge. . 
Corollary 5.1. If G is a 4-talent 3-connected tomidal graph, then for some edge e 
of G o(eW9; if u(e) f9 holds for all the edges e of G, then each edge of G is in 
common to a triangle and a hexagon and, therefore, rrfe j = 9 for all the edges e 
of G. 
proof, If G is a 4-valent 3-connected toroidal graph such that a(e) 29 holds for 
all of its edges, e, then by Theorem 3.1 
10 c ke3,6-i-3o c kekvk+lS c c yejk=o. 
ks6 k ka.S k 
. 
k aS 4=sj#k 
Since all the coefficients, except the one of e 3.6, are non-zero, it follows that 
“ei., # 0 implies {i, j} = {3,6}“. Therefore all the edges of G are in common to a 
triangle and a hexagon, and so cr(e) = 9 holds for all the edges of G. 
The notion, dual to a(e), is that of the weight w(e) of an edge, defined (see 
[3-71) as the sum of the valences of its end points. 
Corollary 5.1 implies, by duality, 
Corow 6. If G is a 3-connected toroidaf graph in which all the faces are 
qb2 tangks, iiten w (e\ J G 9 holds for some edge I~’ of G ; if w(e) f 9 holds for all the 
edges e of G, then all the edges of G connect a S-talent vertex to a 6-valent one, 
and therefore w(e) = 9 holds for all the edges e of G. 
In the language of periodic tilings of the plane (see [4]), we have 
Corokry 7. Zf G is a periodic tiling of the plane by a 4-talent graph, then u(e) c 9 
holds for some edges of G ; if o(e) f 9 holds for all the edges e of G, then every edge 
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of G is in common to a friangle and a hexagon, and hence o(e) = 9 holds for all the 
edges e of G. Dually, if G is a periodic tiling of the p_lone by quadrangles, thewl 
w(e) s 9 holds for some edge e of G; if w(e) f 9 holds for all the edges e of G, theat 
every edge connects a 3-valent vertex to a 6-valent one, and so w(e) = 9 is tnae for 
all the edges e of G. 
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